Ford ranger manual transmission removal

The transmission in your Ford Ranger is subject to a high degree of abuse, whether from
towing, hauling heavy loads or the daily grind of stop-and go traffic. As the transmission ages,
gears can wear and the external seals can begin to leak. The transmission must also be
removed in order to service the clutch, as well as the rear main seal. Disconnect the ground
cable from the negative battery terminal, by loosening the retaining bolt and pulling the clamp
off the negative post. Lift the vehicle according to instructions listed in the owner's manual and
support using jack stands underneath the frame or axles. Remove the gear shifter from the top
of the transmission, by removing the bolts that secure it. Cover the opening in the top of the
transmission to prevent contaminants from entering the case. Separate the clutch master
cylinder push rod from the clutch pedal by removing the retaining clip and disengaging the
pushrod from the pedal. Use paint to mark the relationship between the driveshaft and the rear
axle flange. You will be removing the driveshaft and it must be reinstalled in the same relative
position to minimize driveline vibrations. Remove the U-bolts or retaining straps that secure the
rear universal joint to the rear axle yoke. Slide the driveshaft forward slightly to disengage the
universal joint from the rear axle yoke. Lower the universal joint until it can pass freely
underneath the rear axle, then slide the driveshaft rearward until it disengages from the
transmission. Disconnect the dust shield and slave cylinder from the clutch housing and secure
it out of the way using a plastic wire tie. Remove the bolts that connect the starter motor to the
engine block, and remove the starter motor from the vehicle. Place a transmission jack
underneath the transmission. Raise the jack until it is supporting the weight of the
transmission. Remove the bolts that secure the transmission to the transmission crossmember.
Remove the bolts that connect the transmission crossmember to the vehicle's frame. Slide the
transmission rearward until the front of the transmission housing disengages from the locating
pins on the engine block. Jeffrey Caldwell has been a freelance writer for over five months and
has published over articles on websites like eHow and Trails. Caldwell writes articles on a wide
range of topics including travel, camping and automotive mechanics. Step 1 Disconnect the
ground cable from the negative battery terminal, by loosening the retaining bolt and pulling the
clamp off the negative post. Step 2 Lift the vehicle according to instructions listed in the
owner's manual and support using jack stands underneath the frame or axles. Step 3 Remove
the gear shifter from the top of the transmission, by removing the bolts that secure it. Step 4
Cover the opening in the top of the transmission to prevent contaminants from entering the
case. Step 1 Use paint to mark the relationship between the driveshaft and the rear axle flange.
Step 2 Remove the U-bolts or retaining straps that secure the rear universal joint to the rear axle
yoke. Step 3 Slide the driveshaft forward slightly to disengage the universal joint from the rear
axle yoke. Step 4 Lower the universal joint until it can pass freely underneath the rear axle, then
slide the driveshaft rearward until it disengages from the transmission. Remove the driveshaft
from the vehicle. Remove the Starter Motor Step 1 Disconnect the dust shield and slave cylinder
from the clutch housing and secure it out of the way using a plastic wire tie. Step 2 Label and
disconnect the wires attached to the starter motor. Step 3 Remove the bolts that connect the
starter motor to the engine block, and remove the starter motor from the vehicle. Label and
disconnect the backup light wiring harness. Remove the Transmission from the Vehicle Step 1
Place a transmission jack underneath the transmission. Step 2 Remove the bolts that connect
the engine to the transmission. Step 3 Remove the bolts that secure the transmission to the
engine. Step 4 Remove the bolts that secure the transmission to the transmission
crossmember. Step 5 Remove the bolts that connect the transmission crossmember to the
vehicle's frame. Step 6 Remove the transmission crossmember from the vehicle. Step 7 Slide
the transmission rearward until the front of the transmission housing disengages from the
locating pins on the engine block. Lower the transmission and remove it from the vehicle. Place
a wooden block on a floor jack position it underneath the engine oil pan. Raise the jack just
enough to support the rear of the engine while you're removing the transmission. Always follow
the manufacturer's instructions listed in the owner's manual when lifting or lowering a vehicle.
Failing to do so could result in injury or death. Always use a dedicated transmission jack when
removing a transmission from a vehicle, and secure the transmission with a safety chain. I had
to have the transmission replaced manual 5 due to a leak in the transmission case. Then this
past July I was having problems again and needed some gears replaced. At this time I had the
clutch replaced. Occasionally I was still hearing grinding going into fifth. The shop replaced a
bearing. Two days after picking it up I got stuck not being able to shift and when driving it
would start moving even with the clutch off and lurching with the break on. They replaced the
slave cylinder originally replaced with the clutch although with two defective parts. I again
picked up my truck and in less than 24 hours, the same thing happened. Now they say it is not
the slave but the master cylinder. Does this sound right? Any ideas why I am having so much
trouble? Time to get rid of the truck? Do you. The problem you describe with the clutch could

have been either the master or the slave. Replacing the clutch master cylinder should fix the
problem. It was probably a good idea to replace the slave anyway. Was this answer. After
removing the transmission to replace the clutch slave cylinder, I am unable to get the
transmission close enough to the bell housing to bolt it back up. Does the tranny have to be
forced forward to bolt it up? Hi Trans input shaft not hitting pilot bearing. Trans and engine
MUST be parallel, trans jack should not hold trans in bind need to be able to pick up tailshaft to
manuver into pilot bearing. Hope this helps Thanks for donate Did you replace clutch and
pressure plate also? Yes, I put the whole new clutch kit in new. Used an alignment tool for the
clutch. I will try again. Thanks for the reply. Good luck takes alot of wiggling if have an assistent
one on tailshaft other on bell housing should slide in and mate Was this answer. I know this
may sound like a amatuer, but I can't for the life of me get to the 2 TOP bolts holding the
transmission to the engine so that I may replace the clutch slave cylinder. I've tried every angle
with extension bars, lowering and raising the transmission and engine. I'm at a loss. Any tricks
that I don't know about. Leave the engine on the engine mounts. Drop the rear of the
transmission down and support it with a jack when you get it most of the way down you should
be able to reach up from underneath with a wrench and get a bite to turn them. You can also get
at them from above if you jack the back of the transmission up until it touches the floor boards
or almost but it is easier form below. You can also once it's removed use a hammer to bend
back the firewall right there to make things a bit easier for you Just don't hammer it forward as
it will cut your hands when you reinstall. I dropped the transmission to replace the clutch slave
cylinder and throw-out bearing. Good afternoon, Sounds like you are not lined up with the pilot
bushing in the flywheel. Did you use the plastic tool to line up the disc and the pilot bushing?
Did you try lifting up on the trans while pushing it toward the motor for the last little bit?
Sometimes moving it up and down and side to side is all it needs to get the input shaft into the
bushing. Roy Was this answer. Hi Ryan, Are you using the clutch alignment tool? If not, the disc
is getting hung up on the input shaft. I know you said it is inline but if you are not using that tool
then it may just look like it is lined up but if they are just a fraction off, then it will get hung up
right where you are getting to. I'm changing out the transmission from my truck listed above. I
want to buy one that's for sale but it's out of a Ranger. Will it bolt up? Good morning, Yes, it will
bolt up but will not work. The is electronic controlled and yours is a different configuration. You
need one from your year. It cannot be beyond In they went to OBD2 and the controls were all
different. This is for a 5-speed manual. Got it, sorry, did not see that. Yes, it will. Make sure the
input shaft has the same number of splines so the clutch disc will work. They had course and
fine splines. You need to check to verify. Transmission problem Ford Ranger 6 cyl Two Wheel
Drive Manual when removing the trans do you have to remove the exhaust and y pipe are can I
manuver around it? I'm replaceing the slave cylinder so any heads up on that would be a help.
Thanks Was this answer. Ok first off are you doing this on the ground or on a lift? Do you have
a trany jack or not? Get back to me and then I will look up the whole procedure and get it to you.
I'm doing this on the ground and I don't have a trans jack. I got the front up on jack stands and I
have a haynes manual for step by step and it says I have to remove exhaust but it's so rusty
theres only one way for it to come off sawsall. OK yea will have to lower the exhaust y pipe to
get room here. Now what you can do is spray the bolts with brake fluid I know sounds wierd.
Then if it still runs start the truck and get it warm and then once warm spray them again and let
it cool to the touch and they should come out. Let me know how it goes. When I fill clutch
master cylinder up with fluid I can see it running out from the transmission I think I need a slave
cylinder. Please login or register to post a reply. I Have Everything Else Disconnected. Non Self
Adjusting Pressure Plate? I'm Not Sure If Asked by john. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very helpful
dealer, the buying experience with them was so smooth and we done everything in a matter of
minutes. It had a blown head gasket. We feel so blessed to have gotten out of this deal. The
writeup stated '1 owner car'. This dealer has "cash" cars and a wide variety. Decent pricing for
what you get, but i decided on a different route. They were nice guys willing to work with you. I
might be back some day. My experience was good. I purchased a Ford Focus there. The owners
are very nice people. I would recommend Universal Auto Credit to anyone that is looking to
purchase quality used cars. Everything went as expected Easy to deal with and got exactly what
I was looking for. Very pleasant to work with. Both Terry and Bob were very helpful and patient
with me. No pressure whatsoever. Nice truck a little high for the mileage on it. But it might be
just what someone is looking for. Truck was misrepresented in a phone call saying that is was
very clean and it was not with rusty rims, rear bumper damage, and aftermarket radio. Very
disappointed overall. Ok so I was going for a f but someone at the lot has been driving it.
Needless to say they never got in contact with the guy who had the truck so i never got it.
Friendly and professional email and constant communication. Gave different ideas and

suggestions and offered to deliver unit for a test drive! It was a great experience. Held the car
for me and excellent service. The only reason I didn't give 5 stars is the car wasn't ready when I
arrived and left out a few scratches and details of the Acura. Other than that would buy again
from the location. We were a bit uncomfortable with the high pressure tactics used by the
salesman who helped us. He was a bit rude and brusque as well. Larry H Miller Ford in Draper
was fantastic. The transaction was super easy, relaxed and fair. I recommend them highly.
Chino and the guys there were great they picked me up at the airport there was nothing wrong
with the car except for what they told me they took care of the problems I found and got me
going in 24 hours then negotiated the price so that it fit my budget thank you so much it's a car
been looking for. Auto source direct are excellent very friendly and helpful bent there way
backwards to help my daughter into a safe reliable vehicle with a very low budget. This
appeared to be a good car at a great price and they sold it before I could get to see it. They were
great with communication. What can I say I should of trusted other reviews : When I called it
went to voicemail.. I called back asked what time you open I could not understand him.
Response was in minutes, vehicle conditions were as described. Staff, friendly and
accommodating. Without doubt or hesitation I'd recommend "Mancini motors" to anyone I know
who want to purchase a vehicle. Mike was awesome. He cared more about helping me than
taking my money. Catch him on weekends. Very nice owner, it's only been a couple days but as
of right now the vehicle is running good still. Decent prices on all vehicles on the lot. Would
definitely go there again, I love my new car! This vehicle was trashed out the back window was
glue , dints everywhere the vehicle dint look like the pictures. Bad dealer. Tino put us in a better
situation then this truck, because this truck got sold right before we got there. If he don't have
what your looking for, he knows the right people to talk to. Tino helps to get what you need for
the price you and your family are looking for. Thanks TINO! I'm a disabled vet with excellent
credit. I don't have a Washington license, but needed to buy a car with financing. They cut me
right off and told me it was illegal. However, it isn't illegal and I went to another dealer, got
financed without a problem and can now be driven around when needed. Ford already
considered shutting down the Ranger once in , leaving very little room to hope for an updated
comeback here in the States. Overseas, however, will be a different story with plenty of enviable
features in the new release. Perhaps the puddles of drool will be enough to convince Ford we
do want smaller fuel-efficient trucks - we just want them with a few more of the modern
conveniences offered in the midsize competition. The hp 2. Aside from that the Ranger looks
like a truck from the '90s, rides like a truck from the '90s, and drives like a truck from the '90s pretty much because it is a truck from the '90s. That said, at least the price is right on, thanks in
large part to these minimal changes. Take it or leave it, because after this you can kiss the
Ranger goodbye. Sporting an hp 2. That utility was greatly expanded once a hp 2. An STX trim
for rougher terrain joined the lineup too, with bigger tires, new paint and bucket seats. A
overhaul replaced the 2. The SuperCab debuted coupled with a 6-foot bed, technically
increasing passenger capacity to 5 with optional jump seats in the extra cab space. For Ford
upgraded all 4WDs to the 2. Back down to Earth, the '89 facelift brought a few interior
conveniences and exterior aggression, with a few tweaks to the base engine and rear antilock
brakes as a standard feature. With just 2, units produced, Ford scrapped the GT and focused on
higher pursuits for the update. SuperCabs gained fuel capacity for a total of 20 gallons, and
4WDs now had the option of a 4-liter hp V6 and 5-speed manual or optional heavy-duty 4-speed
automatic transmission. Then came the Sport in , which was basically the GT skin without its
meat, and it too would live on for just 2 years. Two-wheelers finally came of age, though, with
the same ponies offered in the STX since , but with a 3-liter V6. How dull - but Ford was hard at
work on the next generation. The second-generation overhaul revamped the entire truck, inside
and out. In addition, the 2. A few engine tweaks amped the 2. The new generation of Ranger
pickups grew by about 4 inches with a fresh face inside and out, affording greater comfort and
more creature comforts. Driving dynamics were also much improved, the 2. In addition to some
cosmetic shuffling on the other trims, the 3-liter could now run on ethanol, gasoline or a
combination of the two. The only significant change to start out the fourth and current
generation was the switch from an overhead valve 4-liter V6 to an overhead cam 4-liter V6 good
for hp. All-wheel ABS became more widely available, new option packs afforded more
outdoorsy and luxurious feature sets, and the Edge came on board with either rear-wheel drive
or 4WD. The FX4 gained a tough big brother in the '03 Level II, but until the Ranger gained only
a series of cosmetic and audio upgrades, and many years saw the Ranger carry over without a
single significant change. Even worse, the '09 would lose the 3-liter V6, and the saw
significantly fewer options available to the everyday consumer - although stability control, side
airbags and a Class III hitch were now standard across the board. The Ranger's lack of updates
has attracted a great deal of criticism, and rather than facing the music, Ford has seemingly

opted to let the Ranger run off to greener pastures. Although nothing is officially confirmed yet,
the rumor mill is 2 years old, and at the time Ford said the U. Ranger and its Twin Cities plant
would close down for The steep price drop from there is indicative of the quality you should
expect. The '96 is the one to get if you intend to use a child seat - these were the first to feature
a switch to disable the passenger-side airbag. The maker of the king of full-size pickup trucks,
the F, also produces plenty of mid-size trucks in the form of the Ford Ranger. Although the Ford
Ranger disappeared from American new car dealerships after , it came storming back for the
model year. Offered in a couple of cab configurations and with a range of engines during its last
decade of U. It wasn't hugely comfortable or high-tech, but Ford Rangers soldier on when other
automakers have left the mid-size pickup segment. The Ford Ranger offers a single powertrain
and isn't particularly sophisticated from a tech standpoint, but it does offer best-in-class torque
and towing. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Manual Ford Ranger listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Midsize pickup trucks are not designed for the
worksite. They lack the size or capability for the rigors of commercial use. These smaller trucks
are lifestyle vehicles, designed for hauling bikes and. Ford Ranger Reviews Review. This is a
very nice truck. I had a Ford Escape I traded in on this, and I must say the ride is very similar. I
was expecting a more jolting, less smooth ride, but this is not the case. My Ranger is fairly
loaded with a lot of the features that the Escape had. I dont miss the leather seats. I do miss not
having to place a key in the ignition. I bought the Ford Ranger Lariat. I love it. Great truck. Love
the tight drive in the steering wheel, and smooth ride. Has a lot of technology if you like that, I
am learning. Nothing is missing! Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford
dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers
in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in
Washington DC. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, and to
provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue browsing the site, you agree to the use of
cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. See our Privacy Policy
and User Agreement for details. Published on Aug 28, It is this level of detail, along with
hundreds of photos and illustrations, that guide the reader through each service and repair
procedure. Complete download comes in pdf format which can work under all PC based
windows operating system and Mac also, All pages are printable. Using this repair manual is an
inexpensive way to keep your vehicle working properly. SlideShare Explore Search You. Submit
Search. Home Explore. Successfully reported this slideshow. We use your LinkedIn profile and
activity data to personalize ads and to show you more relevant ads. You can change your ad
preferences anytime. Upcoming SlideShare. Like this document? Why not share! Embed Size
px. Start on. Show related SlideShares at end. WordPress Shortcode. Published in: Automotive.
Full Name Comment goes here. Are you sure you want to Yes No. Be the first to like this. No
Downloads. Views Total views. Actions Shares. No notes for slide. The power steering pump is
mounted to the engine and driven by the engine accessory drive belt. Power steering fluid flows
into the pump from the reservoir. The power steering fluid is then trapped between the pump
vanes and moved to the high-pressure side of the pump creating a flow of fluid. The restriction
of this flow by the steering gear creates the pressure that provides the steering assist. This
action prevents damage to the system and provides the correct level of assist during all engine
speeds. While under pressure, the power steering fluid flows through the high-pressure power
steering line to the steering gear. The fluid exits the gear and flows through the return line,
cooler and finally to the reservoir. The reservoir slows the fluid, allows air to escape and filters
the fluid before returning it to the pump. All vehicles 1. Using a suitable suction device, remove
the power steering fluid from the reservoir. Compress the clamp and disconnect the return
hose. Compress the clamp and disconnect the power steering pump supply hose. Remove the 3
bolts and the power steering fluid reservoir. Remove the 2 bolts and the power steering fluid
reservoir. All vehicles 6. To install, reverse the removal procedure. Fill the power steering
system. Remove the power steering fluid reservoir nut. Remove the power steering pump
pulley. For additional information, refer to Power Steering Pump Pulley - 2. Disconnect the
pressure line-to-pump fitting. Remove the 4 power steering pump bolts and the power steering
pump. For additional information, refer to Power Steering Pump Pulley - 3. Remove the 3 bolts
and the power steering pump. Remove the engine cooling fan. Compress the clamp and
disconnect the power steering pump supply hose from the power steering fluid reservoir.
Compress the clamp and disconnect the power steering pump supply hose from the power
steering pump. To install, reverse removal procedure. Remove the air cleaner outlet pipe. Rotate
the accessory drive belt tensioner counterclockwise and position the accessory drive belt
aside. Using the special tool, remove the power steering pump pulley. Using the special tool,

install the power steering pump pulley. Inspect the pulley for paint marks in the web area near
the hub. If there are 2 paint marks, discard the pulley and install a new one. If there is 1 paint
mark or no paint marks, use a paint pencil to mark the web area of the pulley near the hub.
Rotate the tensioner counterclockwise and position the belt on the power steering pump pulley.
Install the air cleaner outlet pipe. Loosen the power steering pump pulley bolts. Remove the 3
bolts and the power steering pump pulley. Special Tools Material Fig. Remove the wheel and
tire. Loosen the tie-rod jam nuts. Remove the outer tie-rod end cotter pin and nut. Using the
special tool, disconnect the outer tie-rod end. If the seal is not airtight, the vacuum generated
during turning may draw water and foreign material into the gear and damage internal
components. Zip ties do not produce an airtight seal and must not be used. Water and foreign
material trapped in the grease may damage the joint. CAUTION: If present, the orientation of the
vent tubes must be noted so the boots and vent tubes may be installed in their original
locations. Incorrect venting may lead to internal component damage. Remove the outer tie-rod
end. Remove the tie-rod jam nut. Remove the inner and outer bellows boot clamps. Remove the
bellows boot. Using the special tool, remove the inner tie rod. NOTE: Count and record the
number of times the outer tie-rod end turns for assembly reference. Torsion bar suspension
vehicles Loosen the tie-rod jam nut. Remove the steering gear. Remove the outer tie-rod end
and jam nut. All vehicles NOTE: Count and record the number of times the outer tie-rod end
turns for assembly reference. Thoroughly clean and inspect all the parts to be reused. Install
new parts as necessary. Check that the bellows boot seal is positioned correctly over the
steering gear housing bead at the large inside diameter ID and is in the inner tie-rod groove at
the small ID. Check and if necessary adjust the front toe. This material is extremely harmful to
the steering gear. NOTE: Lubricate the inner tie rod inside groove with steering gear grease
where the bellows boot is clamped. Remove the 2 power steering fluid cooler nuts. Compress
the clamps and disconnect the 2 power steering fluid cooler hoses. Remove the front wheels
and tires. Place the steering wheel in the straight-ahead position and remove the ignition key.
Remove the power steering fluid cooler. For additional information, refer to Power Steering
Fluid Cooler. All vehicles 4. Remove the outer tie-rod end cotter pins and nuts. Using special
tool, separate the outer tie-rod ends from the wheel spindles. NOTE: Remove the adapter from
the ball end of the special tool. Apply a small amount of grease to the tie-rod end stud and the
ball of the special tool. Remove the lower steering column shaft-to-steering gear bolt and
disconnect the lower steering column shaft from the gear. Remove the steering line clamp plate
nut and disconnect the pressure and return lines. Plug or cap the return line, pressure line and
the steering gear ports to prevent the entry of dirt. Remove the 2 steering gear nuts and the 2
steering gear studs. If necessary, remove the outer tie-rod ends. Check and, if necessary, adjust
the front toe. If there is evidence that the steering column has rotated, the clockspring must be
removed and recentered. Using the special tool, separate the outer tie-rod ends from the wheel
knuckles. Remove the outer tie-rod ends. Remove the stabilizer bar and link. Remove the lower
steering column shaft-to-steering gear bolt and disconnect the shaft from the steering gear.
Remove the 2 steering gear nuts and steering gear studs. Rotate the steering gear control valve
housing toward the front of the vehicle. CAUTION: Do not allow the steering column to rotate
while the steering column shaft is disconnected from the steering gear or damage to the
clockspring may result. Turn the steering gear input shaft to the right until the stop is reached.
Move the steering gear as far to the RH side of the vehicle as possible. Move the LH inner tie rod
forward to clear the frame crossmember. Count and record the number of turns required. Install
the steering gear into the RH opening of the crossmember. CAUTION: Handle the steering gear
with caution to avoid damage to fluid transfer tubes and to avoid dimples in the steering gear
bellows boot. NOTE: Make sure the steering gear input shaft is turned to the left until the stop is
reached. NOTE: Make sure the steering gear control valve housing is turned toward the front of
the vehicle. Move the LH inner tie rod into the opening in the crossmember and move the
steering gear into position. Rotate the steering gear control valve housing toward the rear of the
vehicle. Install the 2 steering gear studs. Install the 2 steering gear nuts. Position the pressure
and return lines and install the steering line clamp plate nut. Connect the steering column shaft
to the steering gear and install a new bolt. Install the stabilizer bar and link. Install the outer
tie-rod ends. Position the outer tie-rod ends and install the nuts and new cotter pins. Install the
power steering fluid cooler. All vehicles Tighten the tie-rod jam nuts. If there is evidence that the
steering column has rotated, the clockspring must be removed and re-centered. Thank you very
much for your reading. You just clipped your first slide! Clipping is a handy way to collect
important slides you want to go back to later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to store
your clips. Visibility Others can see my Clipboard. Cancel Save. Password Forgot Password?
Join Us! Join Date: Dec Posts: How to remove transmission. I've had a search on here with no
luck. I need to drop the transmission 93 2. If someone can point me in the right direction, that'd

be great. Join Date: Nov Posts: 1, Re: How to remove transmission. Other than the ovious, like
the drive shaft, starter, crossmember, lines and wires, and the bolts holding it to the engine,
don't forget to unbolt the torque convertor from the flexplate. Also place a jack under the rear of
the engine to keep it from tilting down in the back before you take the crossmember out. Join
Date: May I don't know of a step-by-step outside of the official service manual. That being said,
you can head over to Helm, Inc. I usually get the month-long package for mine. Find all posts by
riscorpian. Thanks guys. I don't have to set any timing marks do I? Is this the same for these
style auto gearboxes or am I alright to just take it straight off as is? Ford recommends marking
the torque converter and flexplate and lining them up during installation. But that's just to make
it a bit easier to get them reinstalled. It has nothing to do with timing, balance, or proper
alignment. Getting the torque converter studs back into the flexplate can be a bit of a challenge
when all you have to work with is the small opening for the starter. Thread Tools. User Name.
Remember Me? Forgot Password? Ranger Pictures. Social Groups. Mark Forums Read.
ShaneoUK Ford Pickup. Join Date: Dec Posts: How to remove transmission I've had a search on
here with no luck. View Public Profile. Send a private message to ShaneoUK. Find all posts by
ShaneoUK. Join Date: Nov Posts: 1, Re: How to remove transmission Other than the ovious, like
the drive shaft, starter, crossmember, lines and wires, and the bolts holding it to the engine,
don't forget to unbolt the torque convertor from the flexplate. Send a private message to
tomboy. Find all posts by tomboy. Join Date: May Posts: Re: How to remove transmission I
don't know of a step-by-step outside of the official service manual. Send a private message to
riscorpian. Visit riscorpian's homepage! Jswifto Ford Ranger Driver. Join Date: Dec Posts: 1,
Nope no timing marks for this just take it off. Send a private message to Jswifto. Find all posts
by Jswifto. Re: How to remove transmission Ford recommends marking the torque converter
and flexplate and lining them up during installation. Similar Threads. Transmission Depot vs
Transmission Authority? How Do I Remove This. Transmission or Clutch? How do i remove this
All 2. The only modification that will need to be done is to the floor plate. You can either cut it to
fit the new shifter or you can remove the front seats and pull the carpet back to get to the 4 8mm
bolts that hold it on and swap in the one from your donor. All that may be left is to trim the
carpet. If you take your time, the piece that you trim out can be used to replaced the gap it will
leave behind the shifter. A transmission that came off a 2. The 2. This means that the 2. This
causes the tranny cross member to be moved 2. Your automatic transmission truck has a
shifter plate on the transmission hump under the carpet. Use the manual shifter and floor plate
from the
circuit breaker panel wiring diagram pdf
2006 mercury grand marquis wiper problems
2008 dodge avenger thermostat
donor vehicle. Even though the flexplate bolt patterns are the same, they will not interchange
from an a4ld to a c5. You need to lengthen the rear driveshaft and the front shaft needs to be
shorter. You can avoid shortening the front one by using a front driveshaft from an Bronco II or
Ranger, which is already 4. From the original A4LD harness. Simply match them with the
remaining wires on the C5 switch. To put a C-4 behind a 2. Though this will limit you to only 3
speeds and no overdrive. Pinto wagons are your best bet for one of these. The Mustang 2. You
will need the C5 torque converter and the C5 flexplate. If replacing an automatic with a manual,
you need a manual transmission computer to turn the MIL off. You also need to hook up the
neutral switch to the computer. All Ford 4. Other than that, the others line up perfectly. The
bellhousing bolt changed to accommodate the SOHC 4. Have information or photos to add to
this page? Ford Ranger Transmission Swap Options. More Articles:.

